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“...and that visibility which makes us most vulnerable is 
that which also is the source of our greatest strength.”  

Audre Lorde

THURSDAY28MAY 8PM STORIES OF OUR LIVES
Created by the members of The Nest Collective, a Nairobi-based arts collective, 

who had ori inally removed their names from the lm for fear of reprisal  
Stories of Our Lives began as an archive of testimonials from Kenyan people 

who identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and intersex

These were so compelling that the ten-member association of artists, 
social workers and entrepreneurs adapted some of them into short 

lms  This anthology, which dramati es true-life stories from Kenya s 
oppressed LGBTIQ community, is both a labour of love and a bold act of 
militancy

FRIDAY29MAY 7PM STUD LIFE
 is lesbian and Seb is a gay man  They are best friends 

who work and play together   falls for Elle and has to 
split her attention — mates b4 muff? What would you 
do?  Stud Life is a light take on the darker side of queer 
street life in London  The lm is a post-modern LGBT She s 

Gotta Have It for the YouTube generation— dealing with sex, 
sexuality and taboo sub ects in the queer community   Stud 

Life is written and directed by CampbellX and produced by Nadya 
Kassam and Stella Nwimo

FRIDAY29MAY 9PM  
THEMBELIHLE SOKHELA 

A short lm by Iranti-org about the rape and murder of a  
Daveyton lesbian and the failure of the justice system to  

effectively address hate crimes    

OUT IN THE NIGHT 
Four young African-American lesbians are violently and  

sexually threatened by a man on the street of a gay-friend-
ly neighbourhood in New York City  Out in the Night tells the 

story of how after defending themselves, the courts convict them 
and the media labels them as a Gang of Killer Lesbians  

SATURDAY30MAY 8PM  I AM DIVINE
Through his collaboration with lmmaker ohn Waters, Divine aka Harris Glenn 
Milstead , went from a bullied youth to an internationally recogni ed drag superstar  
Divine challenged body image, gender identity and sexuality status quos, and boldly 
blurred the line between performer and personality  

I AM DI INE is a de nitive biographical portrait that charts the legendary icon s 
rise to infamy and stardom

come in Drag and get free entry!

SATURDAY 30MAY 10PM Shorts! 
MEMOIRS OF A KILLARNEY HOUSEBOY is an improvised  

tragi-queer lm about an older gay man who was once the caviar 
and  toast of the gay rave scene  We follow him as he takes 

care of residences in a high-rise Joburg suburb, overrun 
with old Jewish ladies and gay men  Taunted and reject-
ed by the object of his affections, he takes refuge with a 
genderqueer photographer  His life gets a whole lot messi-
er  Director Dean Hutton unveils a brand new edit of this 
short lm shot on an iPhone in mm app

JUST THEN Two women discover a world of connection, 
understanding and beautiful madness as they develop a deep 

intimacy and love for each other  One has a dif cult choice to 
make  A lm by Jessica Denyschen and photographer Marie Coet er  lm by Jessica Denyschen

SUNDAY31MAY 3PM  REGARDING SUSAN SONTAG
This documentary is an intimate and nuanced investigation into the life of 
one of the most in uential and provocative thinkers of the th century  

Passionate and gracefully outspoken throughout her career, Susan Sontag 
became one of the most important literary, political and feminist icons of 

her generation  egarding Susan Sontag is a fascinating look at a  
towering cultural critic and writer whose works on photography, war, 

illness, and terrorism still resonate today
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Silent Movie Matinée! Live Music!
SUNDAY31MAY 5PM DIFFERENT FROM THE OTHERS

Made in 1919, Different from the Others is the rst feature lm that 
openly presented and defended homosexuality  Two male  
musicians fall in love, but embroiled in blackmail and scandal, their 
affair takes a tragic turn  This silent lm will be accompanied by a 
live score performed in the cinema  LIVE SCORE BY TONY BENTEL 

& 6.15PM  THRUSH
A short silent lm by Bulgarian born, South African-based cult  
 lmmaker — Stanimir Stoykov, starring the late and notorious drag 
artiste — Sharon Bone  This movie is in bad taste  Proceed with cau-
tion  LIVE SCORE BY DUPREEZ STRAUSS

 

 SUNDAY31MAY 7PM SKOONHEID
A man leading a double life reali es his obsessions are taking him on a 

dark and troubling journey  Francois Deon Lot  is a South  
African businessman in his mid-forties who seems to be an ordinary,  

happily married, and respectable citi en  But beneath the surface,  
Francois seethes with resentment  This drama is produced by local  

lmmaker — Oliver Hermanus

Followed by a 
Mystery Screening!

MONDAY1JUNE7.30PM  STORIES OF OUR LIVES
A repeat screening of this anthology lm that dramati es true-life stories 
from Kenya s LGBTIQ community  The lm is both a labour of love and a 

bold act of militancy  The screening will be followed by a Q A with the 
lm s director—Jim Chuchu

TUESDAY2JUNE 7.30PM ONE ZERO ONE
This documen-tale tells the true story of unique friendship, survival at the edge of society, and triumph over 
mishaps and obstacles that would have fated one to a life in the shadows  One ero One follows the lives of 

-year-old Marocaine-German Mourad and 4 -year-old Dutch Antoine — two drag-performers, better known 
as CYBE SISSY and BAYBJANE  These otherworldly spirits light up the stages of the international party-circuit 

with their boundless creativity and their well calculated freakishness

TUESDAY2JUNE 9.30PM WHO’S AFRAID OF VAGINA WOLF?
The day after her 4 th birthday, a lmmaker who sacri ced her love life for her lm career, 

reali es she has neither  She then embarks on the adaptation of an all-female version of 
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Directed by and starring Anna Margarita Albelo

WEDNESDAY3JUNE 7PM SALVATION ARMY
In Casablanca, a gay teenager tries to build a life within his large family 

while dealing with his authoritarian mother and older brother

Abdellah Ta a 9  was the rst Moroccan and Arab writer to openly 
come out  He is the author of An Arab Melancholia , Le jour du 
Roi Prix de Flore 1  and n dels 1 , all published by Le Seuil 
Editions  Salvation Army, adapted from his eponymous novel, is his 

rst full-length feature lm

WEDNESDAY3JUNE 9.00PM DAKAN will inevitably be remembered as 
the rst West African feature lm on homosexuality  Two young high school 
boys, Manga and Sory, are gay and in love in Guinea  Their story is a  
contemporary African reinterpretation of the omeo and Juliet con ict 
between love and social convention  The lm does not attempt a realistic 
portrayal of Guinean society, but rather shows that love takes many forms, 

often defying social convention  The lm is written and directed by  
Mohamed Camara

TICKETS AVAILABLE 
www thebioscope co a

curated by Dean Hutton & Darryl Elscurated by Dean Hutton & Darry

http joburgqueer lmfestival tumblr com

DOUBLE BILL!!Live Music!
DO


